
Getting Started

Whootie Owl's Stories 

& Readers Theater 
Susu & the Magic Mirror  

4 Link aspects of Susu & the Magic Mirror with other stories. 

       These may be other stories having a similar theme, characters,
or other features in common.       

Before You Read the Story or Perform the Readers Theater:

Explain the Margin Notes.

       In the story for Susu and the Magic Mirror, call the students' attention 
to the Margin Notes that accompany each page of the story.  In the 
columns, students can note their thoughts as they read.   This practice, 
known as strategic reading, deepens the reader's understanding and 
enjoyment.  At the top of the Margin Notes, you will see four symbols.  
Some students may simply draw these symbols beside the parts of the 
story that evoke a response.  Other students, more comfortable with 
note taking, can elaborate in writing beside or below the symbols.  

 These are the four pictorial symbols and their meanings: 

4

   ☺ what you like,

8what you do not like,

?
what you do not

       

 a prediction of what   
 you think will happen.

 

understand, or

4Note: 

	 The writing portion for Susu and the Magic Mirror will focus on

persuasive writing.  If you're interested in giving your students practice 

with persuasive writing, be sure to clink the links in the Writing column.



Reading Comprehension Questions

Circle the correct answer

      Not long after the wedding, on a silent, moonlit night, Susu's father
told her that he feared he had not long to live.  Some enemy, he said,
had cast a spell upon him with a wasting sickness.  Day by day he grew
weaker and weaker.

Which of the following would be the best title for the passage?

A. "Wasting Sickness and Other Spells"

B. "What Susu Learned One Silent, Moonlit Night"

C. "How Many Days it Takes to Become Very Weak"

D. "Enemies that Cast Spells"

The stepmother's voice is compared to a poison dart because

A. what she said was hurtful.

B. when she spoke, an actual dart flew out of her mouth.

C. The stepmother practiced throwing darts at the tree.

D. The stepmother drew Susu far enough away to be out of earshot.

Question 1

   

Question 2

      Seeing Susu, the stepmother took her by the hand.  She drew
the girl into a place where they could be seen by the father, yet far 
enough away to be out of earshot.  This is what the woman said, 
and her voice was like a poison dart as she whispered loud enough
for the owl in the hollow tree to hear.



 

 

 

 

 
 

Reading Comprehension Questions, continued

Circle the correct answer

          Susu quickly drew away her arm.  She must speed to her
father to warn him!  But the woman caught her by the wrist, twisting
it paintfully, and pinched the soft place on her arm with her other
hand.

The MOST important thing we learn about the stepmother in this
passage is that

A.  she has good reflexes because she quickly caught Susu by 
      the wrist.

B.  she will not hesitate to hurt someone else.

C.  she probably has long fingernails.

D.  she is good at finding the soft place on an arm.

    

Which of the following activities had probably been MOST important
to Paracaca when he was alive?

A.  collecting mirrors

B.  training falcons to deliver objects far away 

C.  learning the true nature of other people
 
D.  polishing discs until they are as smooth as mirrors

Question 3

    Question 4

          The wise man told Susu and Chico that it was the wonderful 
magic mirror of one called Paracaca, long since dead.  It was like 
none other, said the wise man.  Whoever looked in the mirror would

see his own face as others saw it-but whoever owned the mirror
saw something else.
         "For with it," he said, "you may see the hidden spirit of other
people, hidden behind the mask they wear."
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Reading Comprehension Questions, continued

Circle the correct answer

          Then Chico took out his flute and played music until the world
seemed full of peace.  Susu, too, sang sweetly.  For a moment the
father thought that the shadow that was upon him was but a dream
and might pass.  The three of them talked for a long time.

When the father refers to "the shadow that was upon him," he is
thinking about

A.  his cloak.

B.  a tree nearby that is casting a shadow on him.

C.  a storm predicted for later that day.

D.  his sickness.

Question 5

    

Question 6

           In less than three moments, three evil things died.  It was like 
the sun coming from behind a cloud-veil, the way in which joy came 
to that place.  The weakness of the father fell from him like a cloak.
The bodies of the toad, the snakes, and the stepmother withered and 
shriveled.  As a light breeze sprang up, what was left of them was 
blown away as dust.  The whole world seemed to burst into song.
          

Which sentence in the passage best summarizes the end to this story?

A.  "It was like the sun coming from behind a cloud-veil, the way
      in which joy came to that place."

B.  "The weakness of the father fell from him like a cloak."

C.  "The bodies of the toad, the snakes, and the stepmother withered 
      and shriveled."

D.  "As a light breeze sprang up, what was left of them was blown
      away as dust."
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Sequence of Events

Circle the correct answer

Story Timeline:

Box 1    On a silent, moonlit night, 
               Susu's father tells her that he
               fears he has not long to live.

Box 2    One day, Susu sees a falcon
               swooping down from the sky
               with something glittering in
               its beak.

Box 4    All of a sudden, Susu's eyes
               fall upon a large grindstone
               that lay nearby.

Question A

Which of these events belongs 
in Box 3?

1)  Susu comes upon her 
      stepmother talking to
      a great horned owl.

2)  He tells them it is the magic
      mirror of one called Paracaca,
      long since dead.

3)  Years after Susu's mother
      died, her father marries again.

4)  Chico tells Susu of a
      mysterious experience he
      had the night before.

Question B

Which of these events belongs in Box 5?

1)  She keeps the disc, wrapping it in a leaf.

2)  In the mirror, Susu beholds about her stepmother's neck two
      writhing white snakes!

3)  "With it," says the wise man, "you may see the hidden spirit of other people."

4)  In less than three moments, three evil things died.

Box 3    

Box 5    
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Extra Writing Paper





 

Crossword 

Puzzle

Susu & the 
Magic Mirror

Down
1. Goats and ------------- are animals in South American herded in flocks.

2. He saw Susu from a distance, but did not have the nerve to speak to her.

4. A kind of stone "wrought by man."

5. The heroine of the story.

7. He sat in the hollow of an old tree.

9. The bread that Susu's father offered Susu and Chico.

Across
3. What made the mirror special?

6. "The toad, our queen, lies hid -----------."

8. The kind of musical instrument that Chico played.

10. The kind of bird that dropped a silver thing from its beak.

11. He owned the magic mirror many years ago.



Word Search

Look for words running across, up and down, and diagonally. 

The words can run frontward or backward – so look carefully!

 E J    K  T   B  M   K  H  Z   J  S  Q 

 B  O   A  N   Y  I    U  S  U   S  N  B 

 M   S   T  E   Z  R    Z   U  W   Q   A  G 

 C  X   R  M   D  R   V  I  X   Z  K   R  

 L  M   C  T   W   O   W   L  M   A   E  I

 K  C   N  N   S  R   Q  F  T  B   S  N 

 K  O   A A   D  T    M   A  G   I  C  D 

 A  S    I  H   G  A   E  B  Z  N   P  S 

 X  O   D  C    O   U   U  P  S    N  C  T

 M I    O  N   E  B   E  G  M  U   J   O 

 

 
ARROWS   CHICO DAUGHTER 

ENCHANTMENT  FALCON FATHER

GRINDSTONE    MAGIC  MIRROR

STEPMOTHER   SNAKES SUSU

H   C  Z

A   H  N

 F  T  K

T  D   A

 
R   M   K

 I  Z  A

A   G  M

O   R  A

J  R  S

V   Z  G

 
 Q  K   G  E   L  D   X  C  H   O   G  N 

 A  R   R  O   W   S   Q   M   U   T  T  E 

 F  A   L  C   O  N   U  A  I  X  E  H 

 R  E   H  T    A   F  C  H I  C   O  R 

 W   B   G  E    Z  U   F  A  I  L  J   M 

D   B  M

C   T  N

P  A  E

E  Y  T

P  R  V
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Hidden Answer 

 C M   U  R   D  N   U  N  O  C   E  P

 C  R   E  A   T  I    V  E  U   Z  C  Z

 

 E  L  Y  T  I  N   G  O  V   E  I  R

 

 N  M   P  T  E  U   Z  Z   L    E  V   S

 

 I  A   C  A   O  R    I  D  D   L  E  S 

 G  Z  N  B   R  G   C  O  A   D   D  E

 

 M   E   N T  H  E    R  E  B   R   A  I

 

 N  X   D   B   U  Y   T  A  S   H   E  Q

 

 T  H  I  N    K  I    N  G  M   D  P  M

Question:   What should anyone puzzle over puzzles?

To Discover the Answer:    Find the words listed below in the box of letters.

 The words may be listed forwards, backwards, or diagonally so look 

 carefully!  When you are done, the answer will be revealed! (Don't worry 

 if there are extra letters at the end of the message-that's normal!)

CONUMDRUM

CREATIVE

CRYTOGRAM

DEVICE

ENIGMA

MAZE

RIDDLES

SECRET

THINKING





 

Other Stories 

with a Theme of Courage

Story Title: Racing the Great Bear (Native American; Iroquois)

Book:  Flying with the Eagle, Racing with Great Bear

Author:  Joseph Bruchac

Publisher:  Bridgewater Books, an imprint of Troll, 1993

Page(s):  15-23

Synopsis:  After years of war, the people of the Five Nations-Mohawk, Oneida, 

Onondaga, Cayuga and Seneca-set down their weapons and begin the Great Peace.

One day, some young men from the Seneca tribe go to visit the Onondaga people

and do not return.  Others go to search for them but they don't return, either.  Who is 

brave enough to go next?  Only Swift Runner, a poor, small boy who wears torn

clothes and who lives with his grandmother, is willing to go.  Before the boy leaves, 

his grandmother tells him that his father had been a great warrior, and tells him 

some magic secrets.  Deep in the forest, a monster bear rushes at Swift Runner.  

He calls out some magic words and the beast retreats.  For days Swift Runner 

chases the monster bear until finally he is caught.  The monster gives Swift Runner 

his teeth, which have healing powers, in exchange for the bear's life.  When Swift 

Runner returns to his village, the people are amazed.  The small skinny boy is now 

a man.  What's more, the lost men of their tribe had returned home.  

Story Title:  Vassillissa the Valiant (Russia)

Book:  The Skull in the Snow and Other Folktales

Author:  Toni McCarty

Publisher:  Delacorte Press, New York, 1981

Page(s):  40-46

Synopsis:  At the Grand Duke's castle, a young man named Staver boasts that his own castle 

is far more grand and, what's more, that no treasure of the Duke's is greater than his own wife, 

Vassillissa.  The Grand Duke is furious at the insult.  Staver is sent to prison and commands that

Staver's wife is summoned.  Friends manage to warn Vassillissa and she disguises herself as a 

Tartar.  When the Grand Duke's men approach, she says Vassillissa is gone and that she-as 

the Tartar-is headed to the Duke's castle to collect 12 years tribute owed in gold.  When 

Vassillissa arrives at the Grand Duke's castle to collect the debt, the Duke's wife whispers to 

her husband that the tax collector is not a man at all but, in fact, is a woman.  To find the truth, 

he engages the visitor in a series of tests with his best men including wrestling, archery, and 

chess-yet the stranger beats the Duke's men every time.  Bored, Vassillissa tells the Duke 

she will forgive his taxes if he can produce an excellent gusla player (knowing her husband is 

accomplished in the art).  The prisoner Staver is promptly released from prison to perform, 

the "tax collector" is satisfied, and Vassillissa and Staver ride away, free.  



 Stories with a Similar Theme

of Honesty

Story Title: The Emperor's New Clothes (many versions available)
Synopsis:  A classic story by Hans Christian Andersen.  Two tricksters appear before  

an emperor.  They claim to be able to weave a cloth that will be invisible to people 

who are stupid or who are unfit for their job.  The tricksters collect large sums of 

money for their "weaving," but in fact only pretend to weave.  The court attendants 

see nothing, yet claim the cloth is beautiful, fearing their own jobs would be in jeopardy 

if they told the truth.  Even the emperor, when presented with his new "clothes," 

exclaims they are magnificent.  He leads a procession through the streets.  The 

villagers, hearing of the magical cloth, dare not admit they cannot see anything and

instead call out praise for the emperor's new clothes.  Then a guileless child calls out: 

"He's got nothing on!", and they all realize the truth.

Story Title: The King's Choice (Sweden)

Book:  Great Swedish Fairy Tales

Author:  Translated by Holger Lundgergh

Publisher:   Dell Publishing Company, 1973

Synopsis:  A king plans to go on a long journey and worries about which of his six

councilors is trustworthy enough to rule in his absence.  To help him, a fairy 

transforms the king into a woodcutter.  Soon he notices his six councilors traveling

down the river.  A windstorm rocks the boat; they nearly fall.  The king, as the

woodcutter, swims to the boat and rescues them.  Grateful, they ask to state his

reward.  He asks simply for the six councillors to come to dinner at his cottage in 

three days.  Two nights later the king (transformed back to his normal state) is again 

visited by the fairy.  She advises him to announce a great banquet the next evening.  

Five of the six councillors appear.  Where is the sixth? The other five say he accepted 

another invitation.  The king tracks down the sixth and demands he appear in court.  

Why did he not come to the royal invitation?  The sixth says he had already promised 

to go to another's dinner.  Thus the king rewards the sixth councillor to rule in his place, 

since he is "one who values his word to the most lowly above all graces and gifts."

Story Title: The Empty Pot (China)

Book:  The Empty Pot (a picture book)

Author:   Demi

Publisher:   Henry Holt and Company, NY
Synopsis:  A boy proves he is honest and thus wins the heart of the Emperor and the

line to the throne.   The Emperor gives cooked seeds–which cannot germinate–to all 

boys in the land, saying whoever raises the most beautiful flower will succeed him 

to the throne.  None will grow, yet only young Ping is honest enough to bring the 

Emperor an empty pot.
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This Chart can Help.  Below are suggestions for what might be the

main idea of Susu & the Magic Mirror.  Which statement do you think best

describes the main idea of the story?  (If you have a different idea, write it on

the line next to "Your own idea.")   Check the box beside one of the statements.

In the chart below, write three examples from the story that support your statement. 

I think this is the main idea of Susu & the Magic Mirror:

     

  It's important to stop someone who is acting in an evil way.

Love is most important.

Friends help each other when it's time to fight something wicked.

You should pay attention so you notice important things.

Your own idea: ________________________________________

.....................................................................................

one detail or
example from
the story that
supports the
statement:

...................

...................

...................

...................

...................

...................

...................

...................

...................

...................

...................

...................

...................

...................

...................

...................

...................

...................

...................

...................

...................

Find the Main Idea of the Story "Susu & the Magic Mirror"

another detail or
example from
the story that
supports the
statement:

yet another detail 
or example from 
the story that 
supports the
statement:

q

q

q

q

q

Suggestions for what might be the main idea of Susu & the Magic Mirror:

(write the statement that you checked above)

.....................................................................................
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I think this is the main idea of The Other Story I Know:

one detail
or example 
from the story:

.......................................................................................................

.........................

.........................

.........................

.........................

.........................

.........................

.........................

.........................

.........................

.........................

another detail 
or example
from the story:

.........................

.........................

.........................

.........................

.........................

.........................

.........................

.........................

.........................

.........................

yet another detail 
or example
from the story:

.........................

.........................

.........................

.........................

.........................

.........................

.........................

.........................

.........................

.........................

Find the Main Idea of "The Other Story You Know"

Think:  What is the main idea of The Other Story You Know?  Write your statement 

below.  Support it with details or examples from the story.

t Compare t

In which story was the main idea more clear to you-in Susu & the Magic

Mirror or in The Other Story You Know.  Why?

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________
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